
COLT 45 SINGLE ACTION ARMY (SAA REVOLVER

SAA ACP cylinder With the adoption of the Colt Single Action Army revolver in , the service cartridges were
Copper-cased centerfire BenÃ©t inside primed "Colt's Revolver Cartridges".

Corral , Wyatt Earp carried an  Fire Arms Mfg. The 7. It was Ainsworth who inspected the Colts used by Col.
The serial number for this series started at SA and continued to use the "S" prefix and "A" suffix to  Operation
The term Single action refers to the behavior of the trigger. The hammer when fully lowered rests within the
frame. Unlike the SAA and "true clones", these can be carried with all six rounds loaded versus "five up carry
and hammer on the empty cylinder". In , Colt released a "revival" of the Frontier Six Shooter with a nickel
finish. Drawn slightly to the rear, the hammer engages the safety notch of the sear and holds the firing pin out
of direct contact with a chambered cartridge. Colt employed a number of engravers, many of whom were
trained artisans who emigrated from Europe. Calibers, at least thirty in all, ranged from. However, because
there is no mechanism which prevents a round from discharging a loaded chamber if the hammer is struck
forcibly, five rounds are usually loaded. The Bisley may mark a movement to a more civilized West.
Considering the majority of Bisleys were made in. Beginning in , the conversion kit was applied to guns on
the assembly line, resulting in the Colt Open-Top revolver. Famed British adventurer and soldier T. By
saboting the smaller Makarov round, however, Ocelot can put the cartridge into the cylinder, and have it ready
for firing. In , Ocelot used one of his revolvers to execute U. Authors John Taffin and Mike Venturino have
demonstrated that modern black-powder loadings of the. The gun is perhaps most widely associated with the
wild west and spaghetti westerns, although many films and cultural shows still use this. That gun took a
shorter, slightly less potent version of the. Production of the Bisley was terminated in , but serial No. Each
round is loaded individually as the user turns the cylinder and ejects the casing with the built-in ejection rod
attached below the barrel. Top: Engraved Model Bottom: Ocelot looking at it. The loading sequence is as
follows: Place the revolver on half-cock and open the loading gate to the side. Some of the
separately-serialized. To do so, pick up the right gun at the time of choice. The name Bisley came from the
famous firing range in Bisley , England. After the tests, the Colt was declared the superior revolver and the
government specified that a. However, many users adopted the practice of leaving one empty chamber under
the hammer, because a sharp blow could damage the mechanism and allow a fully loaded revolver to fire. The
hammer must be manually cocked for each shot. Lake [9] popularized the myth of the Buntline Special. After
effortlessly subduing him, Snake advised Ocelot that his shooting style would be better suited for a revolver.
This was revealed in the director's commentary. From to , Colt produced many different versions, in various
calibers, finishes, and barrel lengths. The next most prevalent were the. The name "Artillery" is actually a
misnomer, which Sapp speculates may have originated because the Light Artillery happened to have the first
units armed with the altered revolver. Many were sold in. In the popular sport of cowboy action shooting, even
if one has a modern revolver, like the Ruger Vaquero , with the transfer bar safety in which it is perfectly safe
to load and carry six in the cylinder , they are only allowed to load five and keep the hammer on an empty
chamber.


